Despite a partial shift in the air force's own thinking, the most prominent work on air power theory remains focused on air power-centric or air power-only strategies. 8 At the same time, most academic examinations of coercion focus on a single coercive instrument at a time-does air power alone, for instance, cause adversaries to capitulate?-while in reality adversaries consider the damage wrought by air power only in the context of overall military balance, internal stability, diplomatic support, and a host of other factors. 9 This article argues that the current air power debate is fundamentally ºawed. The classic question-can air power alone coerce?-caricatures air power's true contributions and limits, leading to confusion over its effectiveness. In Kosovo the use of air power was a key factor in Belgrade's decision to surrender, but even here it was only one of many. U.S. and coalition experience in Kosovo and in other conºicts suggests that air power can make a range of contributions to the success of coercion, including: raising concern within an adversary regime over internal stability by striking strategic targets, including infrastructure; neutralizing an adversary's strategy for victory by attacking its ªelded forces and the logistics upon which they depend; bolstering the credibility of other threats, such as a ground invasion; magnifying third-party threats from regional foes or local insurgents; and preventing an adversary from inºicting costs back on the coercing power by undermining domestic support or by shattering the coercing coalition.
In the Kosovo crisis, Serbian concerns over regime instability, NATO's threat of a ground invasion, and an inability to inºict costs on NATO (particularly an inability to gain Moscow's backing) probably played the largest role in motivating Milosevic's concessions. Air power played a critical role in all three of these, but in none of them did air power truly operate in isolation from other coercive instruments or pressures.
This article uses the Kosovo crisis to illustrate many of its arguments on the effectiveness of air power. It does not, however, pretend to offer a deªnitive case study. The motivations of Milosevic and other Serbian leaders-the key data for understanding coercion-remain opaque at this time. 10 We draw inferences about Serbian decisionmaking based on available evidence, and point out where more information is needed to assess popular hypotheses on why Belgrade capitulated. When possible, we try to indicate how new evidence from the Kosovo experience would affect our conclusions. Rather than settling the many controversies over air power's effectiveness and the broader Kosovo conºict, our primary intention is to reshape the air power debate.
The following section provides an overview of how to think about air power and coercion, addressing several key limits of the current literature. We next examine NATO goals in Kosovo and the mixed success eventually achieved. Using that baseline, we explore various explanations for Belgrade's eventual capitulation and clarify how air power's role in each of them should be understood; we leave aside the issue of whether coercion was a proper strategy for addressing the Balkan crisis and focus instead on how to assess air power as a tool of that strategy. We conclude with recommendations for recasting the air power debate to better reºect air power's true contributions and limits.
Air Power and Coercion: Clarifying the Debate
As NATO Cmdr. Gen. Wesley Clark explained, the air war "was an effort to coerce, not to seize." 11 Discerning air power's contribution in Kosovo and elsewhere therefore requires ªrst understanding the nature of "coercion." 12 10. As Gen. Wesley Clark noted when asked why Serbian forces withdrew, "You'll have to ask Milosevic, and he'll never tell you." Quoted in Michael This section deªnes this confusing term and then elaborates three general propositions critical to the air power debate: coercion should be understood dynamically; air power's impact is both additive and synergistic with other types of pressure; and the "successful" use of force must be assessed as a spectrum of possible outcomes, not as a binary variable. These points provide a foundation upon which to build hypotheses about how air power contributed to the outcome of the Kosovo crisis and, more broadly, when coercive diplomacy is likely to accomplish desired goals.
defining coercion
Coercion is the use of threatened force, including the limited use of actual force to back up the threat, to induce an adversary to behave differently than it otherwise would. 13 Coercion is not destruction. Although partially destroying an adversary's means of resistance may be necessary to increase the effect and credibility of coercive threats, coercion succeeds when the adversary gives in while it still has the power to resist. Coercion can be understood in opposition to what Thomas Schelling termed "brute force": "Brute force succeeds when it is used, whereas the power to hurt is most successful when held in reserve. It is the threat of damage, or of more damage to come, that can make someone yield or comply." 14 Coercion may be thought of, then, as getting the adversary to act a certain way via anything short of brute force; the adversary must still have the capacity for organized violence but choose not to exercise it. 15 coercion as a dynamic process There is a strong temptation to treat coercive threats as single, discrete events, failing to capture the dynamic nature of coercion. Analysts instead should view coercive contests as series of moves and countermoves, where each side acts not only based on and in anticipation of the other side's moves, but also based on other changes in the security environment. during Rivalry," Security Studies, Vol. 4, No. 4 (Summer 1995), pp. 833-892; and Daniel Ellsberg, "Theory and Practice of Blackmail," P-3883 (Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND, 1968 ). 13. We use this particular deªnition to emphasize that coercion relies on the threat of future military force to inºuence adversary decisionmaking, but that limited uses of actual force may form key components of coercion. Limited uses of force sway adversaries not only because of their direct destructive impact but because of their effects on an adversary's perceptions of future force and the adversary's vulnerability to it. There are, to be sure, many types of coercive pressure (sanctions, diplomatic isolation, etc.); unless speciªed otherwise, we use the term "coercion" to mean military coercion. 14. Schelling, Arms and Inºuence, p. 3. 15. Pape, Bombing to Win, p. 13 (emphasis added).
Most standard explorations of coercion rely on an expected utility model to explain whether coercion succeeds or fails. 16 These models predict outcomes by comparing the expected costs and beneªts of a particular action. In his study of strategic bombing as an instrument of coercion, for example, Robert Pape uses such a model: "Success or failure is decided by the target state's decision calculus with regard to costs and beneªts. . . . When the beneªts that would be lost by concessions and the probability of attaining these beneªts by continued resistance are exceeded by the costs of resistance and the probability of suffering these costs, the target concedes." 17 Coercion should work when the anticipated suffering associated with a threat exceeds the anticipated gains of deªance.
This "equation" is useful for understanding coercion in the abstract, but it often confuses the study of coercion when taken as a true depiction of state behavior. One problem is that this equation fosters static, one-sided thinking about coercive contests. It encourages analysts to think about costs and beneªts as independent variables that can be manipulated by the coercer, while the adversary stands idle and recalculates its perceived interests as various threats are made and implemented.
A more accurate picture requires viewing coercion as a dynamic, two-player (or more) contest. The adversary, too, can move so as to alter the perceived costs and beneªts associated with certain actions. 18 It can divert resources from civilian to military functions, for example, to offset a coercer's attempts to undermine the adversary's defensive capacities. It can engage in internal repression to neutralize a coercer's efforts to foment instability. Rather than simply minimizing the effect of coercive threats, an adversary may try to impose costs on the coercing power; it can escalate militarily or attempt to drive a diplomatic wedge between states aligned against it, perhaps convincing the coercer to back down and withdraw its own threat to impose costs. 19 Coercive pressure does not exist only at particular moments. Military capabilities and other forms of pressure, and the threat of their use, exert constant 16. In addition to Schelling's work, a rationalist, cost-beneªt approach is employed in many other major works on coercion, including Bruce Bueno de Mesquita, 
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inºuence on allies and adversaries alike, though in varying degrees. When we think about a "case" of coercion, then, we are really not talking about a sudden appearance of the threat of force. Instead, we are talking about relative changes in the threat of force-usually denoted by demonstrative uses of force, explicit threats and demands, and other overt signs. In other words, there is an ever-present baseline, or level of background threat, and we seek to examine deviations from, or spikes in, that level of threat. 20 Using the 1972 Christmas bombings as an example, a standard question is: did the Christmas bombings coerce North Vietnam to negotiate terms more favorable to the United States? This is a poor and misleading proxy for the more useful question to understanding air power's contribution: did the marginal increase in force represented by the Christmas bombings increase the probability that North Vietnam would engage in behavior it would not otherwise choose?
Of course, the latter question is extremely difªcult to answer because it requires inquiry into adversary decisionmaking, which in turn requires picking apart the many different coercive pressures bearing on an adversary at any given time and assessing their individual contribution. Did strategic air attacks cause Japan to surrender in World War II? Yes, Japan surrendered. And, yes, air attacks undoubtedly were a key element in its decisionmaking. But these attacks took place in the context of a crippling blockade, Soviet attacks in Manchuria, and so on.
Any assessment of air power's effectiveness should focus on the perceived costs it creates in an adversary's mind. But, viewing coercion dynamically, that assessment should incorporate the adversary's ability to neutralize those costs (or its belief that it can) as well as the set of other threats bearing down on the adversary at any given time.
thinking synergistically Not only are coercive pressures sometimes additive, but they may combine synergistically. A major limit of the air power debate is its focus on one instrument in isolation. Assessments of air power, or any other coercive instrument, should focus instead on its effect in combination with other instruments.
Pape's critical assessment of why the bombing of adversary populations does not lead to adversary capitulation is often wrongly used as evidence for the ineffectiveness of air power as a coercive instrument at all. This has contributed to an underestimation of air power's importance. As Richard Overy pointed out about the bombing campaign against Germany and Japan: "There has always seemed something fundamentally implausible about the contention of bombing's critics that dropping almost 2.5 million tons of bombs on tautly-stretched industrial systems and war-weary urban populations would not seriously weaken them. . . . The air offensive was one of the decisive elements in Allied victory." 21 Overy's point is not that air power won the war single-handedly, but that air power contributed signiªcantly to Allied success, as did victories at sea and on land. Air power and other instruments must be understood in context, not in isolation.
The bombing of North Korea during the Korean War highlights some synergistic effects of coercive air attacks. Pape argues that the risk posed by the U.S. atomic arsenal, not strategic bombing, pushed Pyongyang to the bargaining table. 22 But by separating these instruments for analytic purposes, we lose track of how they, in tandem, reinforce each other. Air power destroyed North Korean and Chinese ªelded forces and logistics and demolished North Korean industrial complexes. Although North Korea and China retained the ability to continue military operations, U.S. air attacks made doing so more costly. When combined with the threat of atomic strikes, the costs of continuing fruitless conventional operations increased further. The combination of these instruments, however, may have been greater than the sum of their parts: escalating conventional air attacks may have bolstered the credibility of U.S. atomic threats by showcasing Washington's willingness to devastate North Korea's population and industrial base. 23 The difªculties of dissecting adversary decisionmaking to assess the impact of particular coercive pressures are considerable. Hence analysts typically are tempted to focus on adversary states' observed behavioral response-did it do what the coercer wanted?-and correlate that response to particular events. But this is a misleading substitute for the more fundamental issue of whether speciªc threats, in the context of other pressures, signiªcantly affected opponents' decisionmaking. A narrow focus on whether a coercive instrument either achieved objectives or failed outright leads to arbitrary and misleading coding of coercive strategies. Even limited, contributory effects, when combined with 
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other coercive instruments, may be enough to force a policy change even though the use of an instrument in isolation may have failed. 24 the uncertain meaning of "success" Even if air power is evaluated in combination with other instruments rather than in isolation, assessing its contribution to successful coercion requires picking a baseline: what is success? Studies of coercion often pay inadequate attention to the range of goals pursued by a coercer. Moreover, they typically employ absolute, binary metrics of success, in which a coercive strategy either worked or it failed. 25 Assessments of coercive strategies must shed these tendencies and consider a spectrum of possible outcomes.
Classifying a case as "success" or "failure" depends on the particular deªnition of the behavior sought in that case, leading to confusion when comparing different analyses of the same event. For example, in Operation Desert Storm the behavior sought from Saddam Hussein might have been Iraq peacefully retreating from Kuwait. Or, it might have instead simply been Iraq not being in Kuwait, one way or another. One might conclude that the air campaign successfully coerced Iraq because Iraq was willing to withdraw by the end of the air campaign under conditions relatively favorable to the United States. 26 Classifying the air campaign as successful coercion, however, assumes that the coalition's objective was simply an Iraqi expulsion. But was that the objective? Janice Gross Stein concludes that the air campaign represented a failure of coercion because she interpreted differently what behavior the coalition sought. 27 To Stein, the air campaign represented a failure of coercion the moment the ground war began, because coalition objectives were to induce Iraq to withdraw without having to forcefully expel it through the use of ground troops.
The way in which the very issue of "success" is framed exacerbates this confusion. The use of absolute, binary measures-did air power coerce, yes or 24. As Barry Watts argues, mapping coercion to binary rankings is highly reductionist and wrongly assumes that complex campaigns can be reduced to zero or one. Watts, "Theory and Evidence in Security Studies," Security Studies, Vol. 7, No. 2 (Winter 1997/98), p. 136. 25. The use of these binary metrics of success stems largely from measurement concerns. If we wish to test certain hypotheses about coercion by correlating success with independent variables (such as type of force used or type of adversary assets threatened), then we would like to code as many cases as possible. A binary coding of success avoids the messy gray area into which many cases might fall if a nonabsolute measure were used. 26. Lawrence Freedman and Efraim Karsh, The Gulf Conºict, 1990 Conºict, -1991 no?-does not capture the complex and often subtle effects of coercive threats. Iraq both conceded and deªed the United States during Desert Storm: it offered a partial withdrawal from Kuwait while it refused to accept all U.S. demands. The straitjacket of binary metrics distorts the lessons we may draw from aggregated empirical data when cases in which air power helped move an adversary in favorable ways but short of the coercer's maximal objectives are coded as either absolute failures or absolute successes. 28 At the same time as binary metrics may bias studies of coercion one way or the other, they may also overlook the detrimental effects of coercive strategies. Coercion carries the potential for backªre; threatening an adversary may provoke an increase in unwanted behavior rather than the desired course. The 1967 Arab-Israeli War and the 1969-70 Israeli-Egyptian War of Attrition are frequently cited examples of inadvertent escalation resulting from coercive threats. 29 In other words, coercive strategies can leave the coercer worse off than before. Yet within the binary framework, the worst outcome recognized is the null result: backªres and hardening of adversary resistance are coded just as if coercive threats caused no effect.
Conceptually, the dependent variable should be understood as a marginal change in probability of behavior. Against a ºuctuating background level of threat (and blandishments, for that matter), the probability of the adversary altering its behavior is never zero. Viewing success in absolute terms, based on observed behavior, ignores this positive probability and classiªes all desired behavior as "successful" coercion, regardless of how likely that behavior was prior to the additional coercive threat. Data limits may require a focus on observable behavior, but analysts should not forget that the true effects of coercive strategies lie in the altered-or, in some cases, hardened-policy preferences or decisionmaking calculi of the actors involved.
conclusions for the study of air power This critique of the air power debate and previous attempts to resolve it yields several implications for assessing the coercive use of air power in Kosovo or 
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elsewhere. First, the dependent variable must be understood conceptually as a change in probability even though for measurement reasons we must largely focus on changes in observed behavior. That is, the effect of a coercive instrument such as air power should be thought of as the increased (or decreased) likelihood of an adversary's capitulation. Ultimately, such an assessment can be achieved only through an in-depth analysis of the Milosevic regime's decisionmaking process. Second, the independent variable must be thought of as a marginal increase in threatened costs that air power created, not the absolute level of force. In assessing NATO air attacks on Serbia, analysts should focus not on the role air power played instead of a ground invasion, for example, but on the role it played in combination with the possibility of one. Third, the likelihood of successful coercion depends on the expected impact of the coercer's threat as well as the available responses of the adversary. Analysts must therefore evaluate coercive strategies and the tools used to implement them not only by judging the perceived costs of resistance that threats create. They must also focus on the ability of these strategies to block possible countermoves that would otherwise neutralize the threats.
NATO Goals and Kosovo Outcomes
A ªrst step in determining the success or failure of air power in Kosovo is understanding the goals set by the NATO coalition. At the outset of the crisis, the Clinton administration articulated three goals of the bombing campaign: to "demonstrate the seriousness of NATO's opposition to aggression," to deter Milosevic's "continuing and escalating" attacks in Kosovo, and "to damage Serbia's capacity to wage war in the future." 30 These goals were reºected in ofªcial NATO statements, which required that Milosevic end repression in Kosovo, withdraw his forces from the province, agree to an international military presence there as well as to the safe return of refugees and displaced persons, and provide assurances of his willingness to work toward a political framework agreement along the lines of the Rambouillet accords. 31 30. R.W. Apple, Jr., "A Fresh Set of U.S. Goals," New York Times, March 25, 1999, p. A1. See also Barton Gellman, "Allies Facing the Limits of Air Power," Washington Post, March 28, 1999, p. A1. General Clark described NATO goals as "the Serbs out; NATO in; the refugees home; a ceaseªre in place; and a commitment to work for a peace settlement." See "Interview: General Wesley Clark," Jane's Defence Weekly, July 7, 1999, p. 40. 31. Statement Issued at the Extraordinary Ministerial Meeting of the North Atlantic Council, NATO Headquarters, Brussels, April 12, 1999, http://www.nato.int/docu/pr/1999/p99-051e.htm (visited In practice these policy statements boiled down to several complementary objectives: to compel a cessation to the Milosevic regime's policy of ethnic terror; to force a withdrawal of Serbian troops to ensure the return of Albanian refugees; to compel Belgrade to accept a political settlement that promised a high degree of autonomy to Kosovo; and to demonstrate the viability of NATO to the post-Cold War world. 32 In a defeat for overall strategy, NATO threats and bombing did not halt the ethnic terror for seventy-eight days, more than enough time for Serbia to displace almost a million Kosovar ethnic Albanians and kill thousands within Kosovo. But, in the end, Belgrade yielded. Most of the refugee and displaced Albanians have returned home, and Serbian troops are no longer in the Kosovo province. Milosevic accepted a deal that effectively ended Serbian control over the Kosovo province. "Success" for the objective of the cessation of ethnic terror becomes a deªnitional question: is stopping the terror and expulsion after two-and-a-half months too little too late or the best of a bad situation?
The answer is both. NATO forced Serbia to capitulate along lines similar to Rambouillet and remained relatively cohesive in the process. But NATO failed to prevent a massive ethnic cleansing campaign, and strains in alliance unity exposed limits to future operations. 33 When analyzing the Kosovo operations and air power's role, it is this decidedly limited victory that must be used as the benchmark.
Coercive Air Power and Kosovo
Commentators and analysts have advanced different explanations for why Milosevic eventually capitulated to NATO demands, with varying implications for the broader air power debate. None of these is mutually exclusive, and our analysis indicates that several of these factors indeed played a role in Milosevic's decision to surrender. These explanations include (1) NATO had destroyed a wide range of strategic targets in Serbia and threatened to continue destroying others, thus posing the specter of popular and elite dissatisfaction with the regime and increased internal unrest; (2) NATO had destroyed Serbia's ªelded forces, making it impossible for Milosevic to hold Kosovo; (3) the prospect of a ground campaign intimidated Milosevic; (4) Milosevic and his forces perceived a growing military threat from the KLA; and (5) Serbia lacked any means of imposing costs on NATO countries, either militarily or diplomatically, or by shattering the coalition; most important, Serbia proved incapable of enlisting the support of Russia to offset NATO pressure.
These explanations are complementary rather than competing. All could have affected Milosevic's willingness to concede. For each of the ªrst four arguments, this section ªrst outlines the suggested hypothesis, offering theoretical or historical evidence that supports it. Next, it describes the NATO activities that would have contributed to this factor and any observed impact on Serbia's behavior or decisionmaking. Finally, it assesses the contribution of air power and proposes how this assessment, and future reassessments based on new evidence, should be interpreted within the broader air power debate. The analysis of the last hypothesis-the failure of Serbian counter-coercionhas a different structure given its counterfactual nature.
Our reading of available evidence indicates that the bombing of strategic targets inside Serbia, the threat of a ground invasion, and the failure of Serb counter-coercive strategies against NATO countries (particularly Belgrade's inability to gain Moscow's support) contributed greatly to the success of coercion. The KLA attacks probably counted for less, while the destruction of Serbian ªelded forces played only a marginal role. Air power facilitated several of these factors, leading to the limited success of coercion, as qualiªed earlier.
fostering discontent by striking strategic targets Some analysts attribute NATO's success to air strikes that destroyed a wide range of "strategic" targets such as command bunkers, power stations, and infrastructure. As one NATO ofªcial proclaimed, hitting valuable targets in Belgrade is "what really counted." 34 The theory behind this explanation is that NATO was able to ratchet up pain on a recalcitrant Serbia until the attacks (and prospects of more to come) proved too costly. The weight of these attacks, it is argued, brought home the war to the people of Serbia and its leaders, demonstrating to them the price of continued resistance to NATO. Beginning on March 29, 1999, after several days of tightly circumscribed targeting, NATO broadened and intensiªed the air campaign. Allied air attacks destroyed key roads and bridges in Yugoslavia, as well as oil reªneries, military fuel installations, and other ªxed targets, including army bases. NATO also attacked targets in Belgrade, such as the headquarters of Milosevic's Socialist Party and radio and television broadcasting facilities. On May 24, NATO aircraft disabled the national power grid. 35 Yugoslav government reporting indicates that NATO damaged or destroyed twelve railway stations, thirty-six factories, twenty-four bridges, seven airports, seventeen television transmitters, along with other infrastructure and communications targets. 36 Air war planners hoped that NATO strikes would foster elite and popular discontent with the Milosevic regime. Gen. Klaus Naumann, who chaired the NATO alliance's military committee, declared NATO's intention "to loosen his grip on power and break his will to continue." 37 By striking military barracks and other military targets, NATO also sought to increase military dissatisfaction: through propaganda leaºets, air planners tried to create a direct link between the cutoff of gasoline, electricity, and other resources and the Milosevic regime's policies. 38 Historical evidence suggests that threats to internal stability created through strategic attacks can contribute to coercion, though this contribution is seldom decisive by itself, and attempts often backªre in practice. Internal security is of overriding concern to developing states. 39 
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attacks failed to produce unrest-the norm, not the exception, despite the hopes of strategists in the coercing state-the fear of unrest has often prompted adversary leaderships to respond. In both World War II Japan and Germany, leaders spent vast sums of money on air defense and conducted otherwise senseless military operations to demonstrate that they were responding to the Allies' bombing attacks. 40 During the War of Attrition, Israeli strikes against a range of targets in Egypt generated intense leadership concern about unrest in Cairo, even though the Egyptian people remained behind their government. 41 Israeli air attacks on strategic targets in Syria during the 1973 Arab-Israeli war shook Hafez al-Asad's regime. More recently in Iraq, Saddam Hussein has demonstrated a penchant for backing down in the face of U.S. and other countries' threats when deªance risked eroding support for Saddam within his power base. 42 Popular or elite unrest is a sensitive point for many regimes but, as discussed later in this subsection, it is often one that adversary regimes are well equipped to counter.
Some evidence suggests that Milosevic capitulated in part because of concerns about internal unrest. Milosevic, like many demagogues, shows concern with his popularity, or at least the effects that unpopularity may have on his standing with elements of his power base. 43 Initially the air strikes bolstered the Yugoslav president's stature. Belgrade hosted large rallies in support of Milosevic after the NATO air strikes began. 44 Over time, however, NATO air strikes appear to have contributed to discontent in the federation. Rallies in support of the president receded, and Milosevic may have feared that continued conºict would lead to further losses in popularity. 40. Japan, for example, needlessly deployed air assets for homeland defense in December 1942 and overextended its naval forces to demonstrate that it was acting forcefully after the ªrst U.S. bombing of Japan. For two superb analyses of World War II and the importance of adversary reactions (and overreactions) to Allied bombing, see James G. Roche Newsweek, February 17, 1997, p. 26. For general accounts of Milosevic's concern with political support, see The NATO bombing also fed dissatisfaction within the military. 45 The number of Serbian desertions increased during the campaign, and morale problems were considerable. Several of Milosevic's top generals had to be placed under house arrest, testifying to his sensitivity about possible loss of political control. 46 The threat of unrest elsewhere in the federation may also have unnerved Milosevic. Before the conºict began, Montenegro had elected an anti-Milosevic leader and had relatively independent television and newspapers. In the months preceding Operation Allied Force, friction grew between Montenegrin leaders and the government in Belgrade. Montenegrin ofªcials sought greater autonomy and opposed the war in Kosovo. The war heightened this tension, as Montenegro kept out of the war and stepped up efforts to develop its internal security forces. 47 Air power played a major role in raising these various threats to regime stability. Although neither the Serbian population nor the military appeared ready to rebel and overthrow Milosevic, discontent from the air strikes was clearly growing by the end of the campaign. As in previous conºicts, the psychological impact of air strikes was probably magniªed because Serbia could do little in retaliation or response. 48 Although the Kosovo experience offers evidence that strategic attacks aimed at undermining regime support can, under some circumstances, contribute to coercive success, popular or elite unrest in response to coercion often does not occur or takes time to develop. Indeed, a recurring historical lesson is that attempts to force an adversary's hand by targeting its populace's will to resist may backªre. 49 
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threat itself may raise the cost of compliance for an adversary's leadership by provoking a nationalist backlash. In Somalia, U.S. army helicopter strikes on Mohammed Farah Aideed's subordinates not only failed to intimidate the warlord but may have provoked anti-U.S. sentiment, contributing to the demise of the U.S.-led operation. Although many clan leaders had been critical of Aideed's confrontational stance toward the United States, they united behind him when faced with an outside threat. Russian attempts to bomb the Chechens into submission during the 1994-96 ªghting produced uniªed deªance, as even residents who formerly favored peaceful solutions-or favored ªghting each other-banded to expel the invader. 50 In Kosovo spontaneous pro-Milosevic rallies occurred in response to the initial bombing. Over time, support fell, but only after a sustained and lengthy campaign. 51 Part of the difªculty of manipulating adversary regime support with military attacks stems from the ability of dictatorial regimes to maintain order through extensive and well-oiled propaganda machines, in addition to repressive police and security forces. 52 During Operation Allied Force, Milosevic shut down independent newspapers and radio stations inside Serbia, used state-run television to stoke nationalist reactions, electronically jammed some U.S. and NATO broadcasts intended for the Serbian populace, and prohibited the Western press from entering much of Kosovo (while granting it permission to ªlm bombed sites).
To the extent that NATO air attacks fostered internal dissent and therefore moved Serbian leadership decisionmaking, the Kosovo experience conªrms past lessons. Air power can contribute to coercion by striking targets whose destruction helps foment dissent and by raising fears among an adversary's leadership. However, while air power and other military instruments that can strike valuable targets may be extremely precise in a technological sense, 52. When coercive operations threaten to foster instability, whether wittingly or unwittingly, target regimes often are well prepared to respond. If widespread domestic unrest appears likely, regimes will increase the police presence, use mass arrests, and even slaughter potential opposition members to preserve their power. Milosevic, for example, has constructed an extensive police state to resist both internal and external pressure. Susan L. Woodward, Balkan Tragedy (Washington, D.C.: Brookings, 1995), p. 293. ªne-tuning their political effects on an adversary population remains largely beyond the capability of planners and political leaders.
It is in assessing this relationship between targeting and desired political effects-the heart of coercive strategy-making-that shedding the binary analytical framework is critical. On the one hand, NATO attacks eventually appeared to erode support among some segments of the Serbian population, thereby intensifying pressure on Milosevic to capitulate. On the other hand, these attacks also inºamed nationalist passions among other segments (especially in the short term), and Milosevic proved skilled at exploiting these passions with his propaganda machinery. Analyzing possible outcomes of coercive strategies and the impact of certain types of threats as either a "yes" or a "no" obscures the potential for strikes or any other use of force to backªre, hardening adversary resistance and alleviating coercive pressure. From a policy standpoint, the message should be one of caution: the threat of internal instability is often a critical element of adversary decisionmaking, but it is one that remains difªcult to shape with coercive instruments.
the destruction of serbian armed forces One of air power's most important functions-one increasingly practical given continuing advances in intelligence and precision-strike capabilities-is threatening an adversary with defeat or otherwise preventing it from achieving its military objectives. Such a "denial" strategy focuses on the beneªts side of the coercion equation, reducing the incentives for an adversary to engage in the unwanted behavior. 53 According to Pape, "Denial strategies seek to thwart the enemy's military strategy for taking or holding its territorial objectives, compelling concessions to avoid futile expenditures of further resources." 54 The NATO air campaign made a priority of attacking Serbian armed forces. General Clark stated that "what we are trying to do is interdict and cut off Kosovo and make it much more difªcult for [Milosevic] to sustain military operations there." 55 General Short described targeting ªelded forces as Clark's 53. A denial strategy at times blurs with "brute force," as both usually seek to defeat an adversary's military, but coercive "denial" focuses on convincing an adversary that future beneªts will not be gained, while more conventional war ªghting focuses on physically stopping an adversary regardless of whether its leadership believes it can ªght on. 54. Pape, "The Limits of Precision-Guided Air Power," p. 97. 55. Quoted in Cordesman, "The Lessons and Non-Lessons of the Air and Missile Campaign in Kosovo," p. 94.
"No. 1 priority." 56 NATO dedicated approximately 30 percent of its sorties to striking Serbian forces in addition to attacking air defenses, striking commandand-control assets, interdicting military supplies, and otherwise trying to damage Serbia's war machine. 57 NATO focused particular attention on striking Serbian heavy military equipment, both because NATO was better able to hit these targets than lighter Serbian forces and paramilitary units and because this entailed a relatively low risk of hitting civilian targets by mistake. 58 By degrading Serbian military capabilities in Kosovo, NATO planners sought to pry off Milosevic's grip on the province one ªnger at a time until he conceded in the face of potentially losing Kosovo without even nominal control-the ultimate threat to a man who rose in part by exploiting Serb nationalism over Kosovo. 59 Even if Milosevic refused to back down, it was hoped that degrading his forces would reduce his capacity for ethnic repression.
The historical record offers strong support for Pape's theses that neutralizing an adversary's ability to achieve its desired ends through force is critical to coercion, and that such denial is a key contribution that air power can make to coercion-an argument that we do not repeat here. Successful denial, however, requires defeating the enemy's particular strategy, not simply stopping its conventional military operations. 60 The precision, ºexibility, and versatility of the air arm suits it well for denying an adversary the perceived fruits of military operations-as long as the adversary's strategy relies on the employment of heavy forces or requires extensive resupply efforts. Air power can be extremely effective against ªelded forces in certain environments. Desert Storm demonstrated this capability vividly, when U.S. air power disabled parts of two Iraqi corps before they even engaged U.S. ground forces near al-Khafji. The small Iraqi force that did capture the empty town was then easily isolated and destroyed by coalition ground and air forces. 61 Air power has also proven a powerful interdiction 56 tool, as shown in Operation Desert Storm, the Linebacker operations in Vietnam, and Israel's experience in the 1967 war, where Israeli attacks on Egyptian supplies and reinforcements greatly contributed to Israel's success. 62 But contrary to much of this historical experience, the air attacks directed at ªelded Serbian forces in Kosovo appeared to play little role in Belgrade's concessions. The NATO campaign did not defeat Serbia's strategy for controlling Kosovo because Milosevic was able to induce the ethnic Albanian exodus he desired before NATO air attacks had signiªcant effects on his ªelded forces; even after Operation Allied Force reached its full intensity, these forces could continue to terrorize local populations without exposing themselves by massing. NATO's reporting of Serbian ground activity indicated that the air campaign had not halted Serbia's infantry and artillery attacks nor prevented Milosevic from increasing the size of his forces in Kosovo. Despite the massive air strikes, Milosevic could have maintained de facto control of Kosovo for many months and completed his ethnic cleansing. 63 Although air strikes diminished the Serbs' offensive power, the degree of damage to Serbian armed forces is not known at this time. Using a range of deception techniques, the Serbian army limited damage done to its key assets, particularly tanks and artillery pieces. Even assuming considerable devastation to Serbian forces, however, they remained more than a match for KLA irregulars. 64 
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its forces, nor did it demonstrate that it was capable of holding territory against the Serbian army for long. 65 It could be argued that the prospect of greater and greater losses created fear in Milosevic's mind that his forces might eventually be overrun. At this time, though, there is little evidence linking NATO's tactical success scored late in the conºict to the Serbian decision to surrender. Moreover, it is now clear that Milosevic retained considerable heavy forces and that his troops probably could have defeated the KLA with superior Serbian numbers and organization even had the bombing continued through the summer.
Operation Allied Force exposed several limits to air power's ability to coerce through denial. Most notably, air power's effectiveness is limited against particular types of targets and in particular environments. Adversaries ªghting in mountainous, urban, or jungle terrain can often camouºage their movements, making them harder to attack. The effectiveness of air power against light infantry targets is limited in almost any environment. 66 Technological advances in surveillance, all-weather operations, and precision-guided munitions make air power more effective against these difªcult-to-target foes, but such forces remain elusive. In Kosovo, air power faced an adversary skilled at deception and able to hide its forces. Perhaps more important, Pape's argument regarding the need to counter a foe's particular strategy is borne out in Kosovo: because only lightly armed forces were needed to purge village populations and defeat KLA insurgents, attacks on supply or on mechanized forces would not foil Milosevic's strategy.
The key lesson, however, for the broader coercive air power debate is not to cast general doubt on air power capabilities or their potential contribution to coercion. Rather, the Kosovo experience points to the need to assess coercive instruments and their effectiveness within the context of each crisis, including the strategic goals of the adversary and the extent to which its pursuit of those goals is vulnerable to military force.
the prospect of a ground campaign NATO considered, and took several steps to prepare for, a ground campaign against Serbia, consideration of which featured heavily in the decisionmaking of both NATO and Serbia. General Clark argues that NATO ground troops posed an implicit threat that contributed to Milosevic's decision to capitulate, 65 even though NATO leaders refused to issue any explicit threats of ground assault. 67 Indeed, Milosevic came to terms on the day that President Bill Clinton planned to discuss ground options with his U.S. generals. British Prime Minister Tony Blair pressed openly for a ground war, and many U.S. leaders, including General Clark, called for greater consideration of the option. 68 Several ground options were publicly debated, ranging from a limited push to secure a small enclave for ºeeing ethnic Albanians to a large-scale invasion aimed at occupying Serbia and removing the Milosevic regime. Most options involved the risk to Milosevic that NATO would wrest at least a portion of the disputed territory from Serbia with signiªcant numbers of troops.
To some degree, U.S. deployments corroborated the growing rhetoric surrounding possible ground action. The United States moved elements of the 82d Airborne Division and a limited number of ground combat forces to the region; NATO in total deployed some 25,000 troops to Albania and Macedonia and planned to deploy thousands more as part of an ostensible peacekeeping force that could be used for a ground invasion. 69 The United States also shored up roads to support heavy assets and took other limited steps to prepare for ground attacks. 70 NATO's wielding of the ground threat, however, was uneven and unclear. Many NATO members, including Germany and France, openly opposed any ground deployment. President Clinton and various senior U.S. ofªcials stated repeatedly that they had no plans to use ground forces. 71 At times, Clinton and his advisers took the wind out of their own sails by hinting publicly that the presence of Apache helicopters and other ground assets was meant only as a threat and would never be used.
A decision to use ground forces had not been reached by the end of the air campaign, though by then momentum toward a ground intervention was growing. 72 But its possibility was sufªciently plausible to inºuence Milosevic's calculus. A ground invasion, even if the preponderance of the evidence avail-able to Milosevic suggested that it was unlikely, threatened to take away the very objective-Serbian control of the Kosovo province-that his policy aimed to hold. Still more frightening to Milosevic, a ground war might have led to the occupation of other parts of Serbia. Serbia's stationing of forces along likely attack routes and efforts to fortify against a ground attack evinced sufªcient concern among its leaders that ground threats affected resource allocation decisions. 73 When more evidence of Serbian decisionmaking emerges, what might it tell us about the broader air power debate? One view would hold that the more inºuence ground threats had on Serbian decisionmaking, the weaker the claim of air power advocates that air strikes alone can compel territorial concessions. Air advocates might retort that even if the ground threat mattered, it was still subordinate to coercive air power.
Both of these perspectives fail to understand the synergistic contribution of air power to the threat of ground invasion. In probabilistic terms, the threat of ground war at the outset of the Kosovo crisis carried immense potential costs for Serbia, but its likelihood was small. As the intensity of NATO air attacks increased, however, they enabled NATO potentially to launch a ground campaign at less cost to itself and at more cost to Serbia by softening up Serbian forces before the ground push. In the Gulf War, air attacks did not prompt Saddam Hussein's quick surrender, but they facilitated a coalition rout once the ground assault was launched. Viewing the crisis dynamically, Milosevic's most obvious counter to a NATO ground campaign and the biggest deterrent to its launch-heavy casualties on NATO forces-was far less viable in the face of the air supremacy that NATO would have enjoyed. The previous section emphasized the need to avoid viewing the effects of coercive strategies in absolute, binary terms. The analysis of this section, in turn, demands that independent variables such as "threat of ground invasion" be viewed not in terms of whether the threat existed-even in the face of ardent denials by administration ofªcials, it remained a possibility-but in terms of whether a surge in its probability, made possible by air attacks, contributed to the Serbian decision to capitulate.
Even the Kosovo experience, where air operations were conducted in isolation more than has been typical of modern military campaigns, suggests that air power can be made far more effective when combined with ground forces. 74 Although NATO ground forces did not directly engage Serbian troops, air power's effectiveness increased when combined with ground assets and movements. Army radars from bases in Albania helped pinpoint Serbian artillery, enabling more accurate air strikes. 75 Reports circulated that British Special Forces may have helped direct NATO aircraft when poor weather hindered target identiªcation. 76 Even the KLA's meager force augmented the devastation that air power could inºict. Air forces' effectiveness might have been enhanced still more through ground forces that could effectively reconnoiter, designate targets, assure safe air space for low-ºying aircraft, and maneuver Serbian forces into vulnerable terrain. As the U.S. military services continue to progress in thinking jointly, it is critical that the broader air power debate progresses, too, and captures combined effects.
the threat from the kla Although Serbian forces' early thrust into Kosovo devastated the KLA, over time the guerrillas grew stronger, portending Milosevic's possible failure to secure Serbian hegemony over Kosovo. Had a potent KLA threat materialized, his terror campaign would have backªred. A popular explanation for Milosevic's eventual willingness to compromise posits that this scenario heavily inºuenced his calculus. 77 To those seeking to rebut the claims of air power advocates, this explanation has particular appeal because it emphasizes the importance of a ground presence, even if not a NATO one.
After the collapse of the Rambouillet talks, the lightly armed, poorly organized KLA cadres proved no match for the better-armed and -trained Serbian forces that poured into Kosovo. Ethnic cleansing, however, generated support for the KLA, swelling its ranks with refugee recruits. Albanians from abroad increased their ªnancial support. The KLA began working with U.S. intelligence to locate Serbian forces and, toward the end of the campaign, the KLA began operations against Serbian forces, though with only limited success. of the ªghting, the KLA increasingly appeared to coordinate its actions with NATO.
Inside Kosovo itself, NATO air strikes and KLA attacks had synergistic effects. KLA ground offensives drew Serbian forces out of hiding, greatly increasing the lethality of air strikes. NATO aircraft were better able to strike tanks, armored personnel carriers, and artillery pieces as a result of KLA efforts. As one U.S. Army general claimed, "What you had, in effect, was the KLA acting as a surrogate ground force." 78 The potential for an insurgency or other third-party force to act as a multiplier for coercive threats can be seen in many historical cases, the most recent demonstration being Operation Deliberate Force, the NATO campaign against Bosnian Serb forces in 1995 that contributed to the Serb leadership's decision to enter negotiations at Dayton. For several years, the Bosnian Serbs had ignored United Nations and NATO ultimatums. NATO's September 1995 air strikes on Bosnian Serb forces occurred in conjunction with Croat and Muslim successes on the battleªeld, particularly the Croat offensives against the Serbs in western Slavonia and in the Krajina. The strikes not only hurt the Bosnian Serbs directly, but they also posed the risk that Bosnian Muslim and Croat forces would make further advances at the Serbs' expense. 79 U.S. strikes that by themselves imposed only limited damage proved tremendously potent because they complemented the local military balance and exposed vulnerabilities in Serb defensive capabilities. 80 The relative success of Operation Deliberate Force may have inºated the expectations of policymakers who assumed Milosevic would back down quickly in the face of air attacks over the Kosovo issue. This time, however, available evidence suggests that KLA successes had only marginal effects on 78. Quoted in Graham, "Air vs. Ground," p. A1. See also Fitschett, "NATO Misjudged Bombing Damage," p. A1. One of NATO's most effective strikes occurred on June 7, shortly before Milosevic capitulated, when B-52 bombers caught Serbian soldiers exposed on an open plain and may have killed several hundred-strikes that owed their success in part to KLA operations and intelligence. Kaminski and Reed, "NATO Link to KLA Rebels." NATO, however, sought to avoid serving as the KLA's air force and denied it communication equipment to serve as forward air controllers to call in strikes. 79. One post-Operation Deliberate Force analysis concluded: "Hitting communication nodes, weapons and ammunition storage areas, and lines of communication took away Serb mobility and did not allow them to respond to . . . offensives elsewhere in Bosnia. the Serbian decision to negotiate. The KLA, despite having gained strength by the end of Operation Allied Force, still had not defeated the Serbian army in battle and had at best limited control over territory inside Kosovo. (Note that in Bosnia in 1995, the Serbs faced not an insurgency but, for the most part, regular forces; in Croatia, too, it was regular army units that launched offensives in the Krajina and western Slavonia.) Although information is scarce as to whether the growing strength of the KLA played into Milosevic's decision to capitulate, at the time he gave in the KLA posed no immediate threat to Serbian control over the province. Moreover, Belgrade had sounded out Russian and other mediators on the possibility of a settlement before the latest round of targeting successes in June, implying that Milosevic was already seriously considering capitulation. 81 Finally, the concessions Milosevic accepted-in essence the complete removal of his forces from Kosovo-were far more than what the KLA could have accomplished anytime soon, even with NATO air support.
The Kosovo experience illustrates some of the difªculties of exploiting insurgent threats facing an adversary. Operationally, coordination with the KLA proved difªcult. Although KLA operations forced Serbian troops out of hiding, the KLA could not sustain anything near the intensity that even a relatively small NATO ground force would have. The KLA could not integrate air operations into its ground attacks or otherwise help coordinate air strikes in more than an ad hoc manner. On a political level, the KLA was an unattractive ally, with many of its leaders linked to undemocratic ideologies and the drug trade. 82 NATO's goal of creating regional stability also required that the KLA's strength not swell so much that it undermined post-operation political settlement efforts.
As is true with respect to the threat of ground invasion, the important insight for the broader air power debate is not whether the insurgents' ground presence was a decisive factor in this particular crisis, but under what conditions such a presence can contribute to coercion. Despite its limited impact on Milosevic in 1999, air power can be particularly effective in shifting the local 81. Serbia's efforts to work with Russia for a diplomatic solution apparently began in earnest in mid-May, well before the early June strikes against Serbian forces that proved more effective 
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balance of forces, leaving an adversary vulnerable to another external adversary. By interdicting the ºow of men and arms to the front, air power can greatly enhance rivals' offensive power. Strikes on command-and-control facilities, as in Operation Deliberate Force, can hinder a foe's efforts to coordinate defenses against a rival. And the establishment and maintenance of "no-ºy zones" can deprive one side of command of the air, oftentimes removing a critical element of its military prowess. In ways such as these, the use of air power, coordinated to exploit third-party threats, can not only threaten to impose immediate costs on an adversary, but can threaten to deny it beneªts from resistance.
The experience of Bosnia revealed, and that of Kosovo corroborated in its converse, that magnifying a ground threat, even one not part of the coercing power's forces, is a potent source of coercive leverage. Such a strategy, however, requires a rare, preceding condition: the existence of a viable indigenous or allied force that the coercing power can support.
serbia's inability to inflict costs on nato
By viewing coercion dynamically, as chess-like contests of move and countermove, it becomes clear that successful coercion requires not only effective threats, but also the neutralization of adversary responses. 83 By threatening to impose costs on a coercer, an adversary may be able to turn the tables and force the coercing power to back down. Inºicting costs back on the coercer is also important for psychological reasons, allowing the adversary leadership to demonstrate to its followers that they are not alone in suffering. Like past opponents, Serbia tried at least three strategies for imposing costs on NATO: creating casualties; fostering sympathy through its own suffering; and disrupting NATO cohesion. Serbia's inability to inºict costs-particularly its failure to gain Russian support-prevented it from defeating the NATO coercion effort and decreased its ability to shore up popular morale.
To varying degrees, the use of air power helped prevent Serbia from successfully propagating these counter-strategies, a major factor in the overall qualiªed success of coercion. This "explanation" would not account for Milosevic's capitulation on its own because neutralizing the counter-strategies imposed no direct costs by itself. But it is as important an explanation as the others considered above because negating counter-coercive strategies fortiªed 83. Byman and Waxman, "Defeating U.S. Coercion."
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the credibility of NATO threats: Milosevic realized that he could not escape the other costs being imposed upon his regime without conceding. 84 imposing casualties. A potentially fruitful means of countering U.S. coercion appears to be by killing or credibly threatening U.S. soldiers. Although a number of empirical studies have shown that the effects of U.S. casualties on public support depend heavily on other variables and contextual factorsfor example, support is likely to erode with casualties when the public views victory as unlikely or when vital U.S. interests are not at stake-this sensitivity affects policy and planning decisions both prior to and during operations, when concern for potentially adverse public reactions weighs strongly. 85 Adversaries often view casualty sensitivity as the United States' "center of gravity" and adopt their strategies accordingly. Ho Chi Minh famously warned the United States: "You can kill ten of my men for every one I kill of yours. But even at those odds, you will lose and I will win." 86 Somali militia leader Mohammed Farah Aideed echoed this view to U.S. Ambassador Robert Oakley: "We have studied Vietnam and Lebanon and know how to get rid of Americans, by killing them so that public opinion will put an end to things." 87 Even if these perceptions misunderstand U.S. politics, coupling them with a belief that U.S. forces are vulnerable may be enough to cause an adversary to hold out.
Milosevic appears to have shared previous estimations that American political will would erode as U.S. casualties mounted. As he noted in an interview, 84. Note that a counter-coercive strategy such as inºicting casualties need not succeed for coercion to fail. Coercion relies on manipulating an adversary's perceptions of future costs, so even if an adversary is badly mistaken in its beliefs about a coercer's willingness and ability to incur costs, it may nevertheless hold out. 
For such conclusions and evidence drawn from other studies, see Eric Larson, Casualties and
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NATO is "not willing to sacriªce lives to achieve our surrender. But we are willing to die to defend our rights as an independent sovereign nation." 88 Rhetorically embellished as this statement may be, Milosevic probably perceived NATO's will to sustain operations in the face of casualties to be weak. 89 propagandizing collateral damage. Recent conºicts have highlighted U.S. decisionmakers' concern not only with potential U.S. casualties but with the deaths or suffering of enemy civilians, which policymakers worry can contribute to the breakdown of domestic or allied support for an operation. Toward the end of Operation Desert Storm, Saddam dramatized before the media Iraqi civilian deaths resulting from a U.S. intelligence failure-U.S. aircraft had struck the al-Firdos bunker, which was thought to house command-and-control facilities but was instead used at the time as a bomb shelter -hoping to play on the West's humanitarian sentiments and create a backlash in the United States and among its allies. Although this effort failed to disrupt the entire campaign or even to generate sympathy among the American people, it did lead U.S. commanders to curtail the air strikes on Baghdad. 90 Some coalition partners may be more sensitive than the United States to civilian injuries resulting from military operations, and planners must at times design operations to fall within the political constraints of the most sensitive members. During the early phases of Operation Allied Force, most major targets were scrutinized by representatives of a number of allied capitals. To strike politically sensitive targets, General Clark required authorization from the Joint Staff in the Pentagon, which in turn passed decisions on major targets up to the defense secretary and ultimately the president. 91 Some European allies resisted escalated air attacks that would endanger civilians, and NATO ofªcials also scrutinized the target list to comply with international legal proscriptions. 92 Serbia tried to undermine allied support for the air war by propagandizing collateral damage. Belgrade publicized the deaths of Serb and Albanian civil-ians resulting from tragic target misidentiªcations or errant bombs, trying to capitalize on NATO's humanitarian conscience. 93 Milosevic's efforts to exploit collateral damage failed to erode signiªcantly U.S. or allied support for the operation. It did, however, result in the short-term tightening of targeting restrictions on NATO bombers: in April, for instance, NATO modiªed its procedures to require that U.S. pilots receive authorization before striking military convoys, after a U.S. warplane mistakenly hit a refugee convoy. 94 disrupting nato unity. Coalition members often have diverse goals or different preferences, leading the coalition as a whole to adopt positions that may reºect the "lowest common denominator" rather than more assertive positions. Coalitions sometimes have difªculty escalating their threats because diplomats must accede to restrictive operation mandates or rules of engagement as the price of allied cohesion. 95 Exploiting coalition ªssures offers adversaries an enticing counter-coercive strategy, as an alternative or adjunct to combating threats of force directly. Saddam Hussein attempted to widen coalition splits at several key junctures in the Gulf crisis and its aftermath, in an effort to undermine the threat of escalation against Iraq. Prior to the coalition ground assault, his attempted negotiations with the Soviet Union not only nearly averted war but also caused some coalition members to question the need for military action. Iraq simultaneously tried to dislodge Arab support for coalition operations by linking resolution of the Kuwaiti crisis to the Arab-Israeli dispute, thereby driving a wedge between the Arab states and the U.S.-Israeli axis.
Like Saddam, Milosevic appears to have believed that he could outlast the coalition arrayed against him. Diplomatic rifts among NATO partners and public disagreement over strategy likely contributed to his deªance by fostering his beliefs that NATO unity would collapse. Greece and Italy opposed an extended bombing campaign and pushed for limits on the damage inºicted, France resisted plans for a naval blockade, and Germany opposed any consideration of ground options. 96 But toward the end of the campaign, Milosevic's hopes of disrupting NATO unity seem to have evaporated, as the allies' momentum shift toward possible ground assault signaled greater cohesion than expected. In addition, the air campaign actually intensiªed as time went on, further diminishing hopes that NATO's own disagreements would collapse the coercion effort. 97 air power and counter-counter-coercion. Several of air power's attributes allow coercers to defend against common counter-coercive strategies, such as those just outlined. An understanding of these contributions, and their limits, is critical to assessing air power as a coercive instrument. These issues, however, are frequently put aside in air power debates because participants focus on actual damage inºicted and observed behavior, ignoring what an adversary is unable to do in response.
The most publicized advantage of air power in restricting adversary countermoves is the relative invulnerability of U.S. aircrews compared with that of engaged ground forces. By reducing force vulnerability, reliance on air power can help sustain robust domestic support by lowering the likelihood of U.S. casualties. At the same time, air power's ability to conduct precision operations can reduce concerns about adversary civilian suffering (though efforts to keep air forces relatively safe may create moral and legal concerns if doing so places civilians at much greater risk). 98 Both of these attributes of air power-relatively low force vulnerability and high precision-can also fortify coalition unity, which is itself susceptible to disruptions as friendly casualties and collateral damage mount.
These potential advantages of air power over other instruments were largely borne out in the Kosovo experience. Serbia inºicted zero NATO casualties, an amazing ªgure given the length and extent of the air campaign. Although NATO air strikes did lead to the deaths of innocents, collateral damage was sufªciently contained that domestic and international support remained steady. 99 97. The total number of strike aircraft tripled after the ªrst month, and the overall sortie rate increased dramatically as well. Cordesman, "The Lessons and Non-Lessons of the Air and Missile War in Kosovo," pp. 11-14. 98. Interpretations of legal obligations and factual circumstances vary. Moreover, some political pressures push against rather than with the humanitarian goals of the legal regime; while concern with collateral damage may caution tremendous restraint in conducting air operations, concern with force protection, military effectiveness, and even ªnancial cost may cause planners to undervalue civilian costs to operations, arguably beyond legal bounds. For critical appraisals of NATO's practices, see Fintan O'Toole, "Nato's Actions, Not Just Its Cause, Must Be Moral," Irish Times, April 24, 1999, p. 11; and Julian Manyon, "Robinson Criticizes Nato's Bombing," Independent (London), May 14, 1999, p. 4. It must be noted that such critiques often failed to address the immense risks that civilians would face in the event of a ground war. 99. Thomas E. Ricks, "NATO Commander's Job Is Maintaining Support from Members for Airstrikes," Wall Street Journal, April 13, 1999, p. 10.
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The advantages that air power offers in negating adversary counter-strategies are not cost-free, and there are typically trade-offs among them. To evade Serbian air defenses, NATO aircraft ºew at medium or high altitudes (often 15,000 feet), therefore increasing the risk of collateral damage. Maintaining necessary levels of precision and force protection comes at the price of military effectiveness and overall cost, as alternatives that entail greater risk or fewer forces are shelved. 100 Appreciation of these trade-offs is critical; analysts must resist the temptation to compare coercive instruments only in terms of manifest effects, because the manifest destructive impact of coercive strikes is but one side of the equation.
While air power is well suited against some counter-strategies, those outlined in this section are only three of many. Adversaries also, for instance, try to impose costs and counter-coerce through nonmilitary means. If an adversary can forge a new alliance with a foe of the coercing power or otherwise raise the stakes, it can often succeed in halting a coercion campaign.
Serbia failed to gain Russian support for its cause, which likely played a key role in Milosevic's decision to concede. Had Serbia won strong Russian support, it would have gained a means of resistance and diplomatic escalation. The price to NATO of continued war in Kosovo would have meant alienating a great power on the edge of Europe. Initially, Russia pressed NATO to end the bombing as a prelude to a diplomatic settlement, and, even in late May, Russia publicly touted its opposition to NATO. 101 Although evidence is not available, Milosevic probably looked at Russia's rhetorical support and condemnation of the NATO campaign as an indication that Moscow would champion Belgrade's cause in the international arena. But while Russia opposed NATO's air war and complicated the subsequent occupation of Kosovo, it never sided ªrmly with Serbia. Russian envoy Viktor Chernomyrdin even acted as NATO's de facto envoy, pressing Milosevic to yield to NATO. 102 The timing of Milosevic's capitulation suggests the importance of this factor: NATO had long offered similar conditions to those ultimately accepted by Milosevic, but Russia's lack of support had not been clear until this point. Lieut. Gen. 100. Critics who complained that bombing from high altitudes undermined the sheer military effectiveness of air strikes generally miss the point that although such practices do carry disadvantages such as reduced accuracy or ability to hit key targets under certain weather conditions, they removed Milosevic's only practicable opportunity to inºict casualties. 101. See Viktor Chernomyrdin "Impossible to Talk Peace with Bombs Falling," Washington Post, May 27, 1999, p. A39. 102. David R. Sands, "U.S. and Russia Patch Up Relations," Washington Times, June 25, 1999, p. A1.
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Michael Jackson, NATO's commander in Kosovo, concluded that Russia's decision to back NATO's position on June 3 "was the single event that appeared to me to have the greatest signiªcance in ending the war." 103 We emphasize Milosevic's failed efforts to exploit Russian sympathy because, unlike other counter-coercive strategies such as imposing U.S. casualties, there is little that air power or any other military instrument can do to neutralize such efforts. 104 Russia's unwillingness (or inability) to help Belgrade was a product of Moscow's own limits and Serbia's unattractiveness as an ally, not factors shaped by air power. The diplomatic importance of Russia in ending the conºict, of course, must also be seen in context. Without the constant battering of the air campaign, Russia's pressure on Belgrade probably would have accomplished little.
Kosovo and the Future Use of Air Power
As frequently happens in the aftermath of U.S. air operations, participants at both poles of the air power debate claimed vindication from Kosovo. But the key lesson of the Kosovo crisis is that neither side of this debate is, or can be, correct. This conclusion will strike many readers as unsatisfying because it urges participants to take several steps backward and reassess the terms of the debate rather than move forward and resolve it based on new data. The methodological propositions advanced in this article, however, should guide analysis of any instrument of coercion, whether military, economic, or diplomatic.
When weighing the balance of ground and air forces (as well as the type of air forces needed), policymakers must consider not only what they seek to accomplish through coercion, but also what they seek to prevent. As the Kosovo contest attests, air power's and other instruments' greatest accomplishments are often what they preclude an adversary from doing. The role air power can play, for example, in stopping an adversary from shattering a coalition or generating domestic opposition in the United States has value beyond the damage it inºicts. In the future, adversaries will develop new counters, both political and military, and air power may be of only limited value in stymieing these. Anticipating counter-strategies, and planning accordingly, is essential.
Finally, policymakers and military ofªcials must recognize when reliance on air power may undermine U.S. and allied credibility. Use of air power can help sustain domestic support or coalition unity, but it cannot eliminate underlying political constraints. In Eliot Cohen's words, "Air power is an unusually seductive form of military strength, in part because, like modern courtship, it appears to offer gratiªcation without commitment." 105 This view poses a challenge for air power. Because policymakers often see air strikes as a low-risk, low-commitment measure, air power will be called on when U.S. public or allied commitment is weak-a situation that will make successful coercion far harder when casualties do occur or when air strikes fail to break adversary resistance. Air power, like other military instruments, cannot overcome a complete lack of political will. Policymakers' use of coercive air power under inauspicious conditions and in inappropriate ways diminishes the chances of using it elsewhere when the prospects of success would be greater.
